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CHAPTER I.

lNTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present study was to validate the evaluation tool that is a part

of the The 24-Hol/r Food Recall In-Service Training Program. The 24-Hour Food Recall

In-Service Training Program is an educational curriculum developed by Oklahoma State

University Cooper;.ltive Extension Service. The program consists of an instructional

video and accompanying booklet. The purpose of the curriculum is to train Nutrition

Education Assistants (NEA's) to conduct effective 24-hour food recall interviews. The

training includes an evaluation tool used to determine if the NEA has achieved the skills

needed to conduct an effective 24-hour recall interview. This study will help to evaluate

the NEA's ability to perform effective 24-hour food recall interviews. By improving

interview techniques, food intake data and program evaluation data will be more accurate

and valid.

A 24-hour food recall is a method to determine what a person has recenLly eaten.

During the recall, an interviewer asks the respondent questions to help the respondent

remember everything the respondent ate in the previous 24-hours. Twenty-four hour

recalls are often used to estimate nutrient intake for populations. If multiple recalls arc

conducted for one respondent, thc recalls can also estimate nutrient intake for that

individual. If using information from multiple recalls, the interview is one part of

nutrition assessment.
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The quality of the data obtained during a recall interview is dependent on the

interviewer's skill. Training and monitoring interviewers is crucial to the vaJidity of the

data obtained in the interview (Barrett-Connor, 1991) because a skilled interviewer can

minimize misreporting (Williams, 1997). A major weakness of the 24-hour recall is the

misreporting of dietary intake (Barrett-Connor, 1991; Mela and Aaron, 1997).

Misreporting can be minimized by building rapport between the interviewer and

respondent and by asking questions to help the respondent remember what was eaten

(Williams, J997).

There are multiple reasons to validate the evaluation tool. A valid tool is

necessary to reduce subjectivity in evaluating interviewers. By using a valid tool

evaluators can only rate given characteristics, ignoring characteristics which may have no

bearing on the vaJidity of the interview data. When using a tool each skill can be

weighed evenly. Assessing the validity of the tool will help to be certain it measures the

desired characteristics. Because training and monitoring interviewers is crucial to

increase the accuracy of the recall it is necessary to have an appropriate method of

evaluating interviewers' skill. If the tool is not valid, it cannot he used to adequately

determine interviewers' skill level.

This study had three phases. In phase one, the literature was reviewed to

determine what characteristics are necessary to perform an effective 24-hour recall. Any

characteristic mentioned at least three times was included in a primary trait analysis

(PTA). In phase two, the PTA and desired characteristics were used to create three

videotaped interviews using good, fair or poor interview techniques. To validate the

videotaped interviews, subjects then used the PTA to make slIre the interviews were at
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the intended quality level. For phase three, experts used the Evaluation of Food Recall

Techniques (EFRT) tool to evaluate the interviews. To determine intrarater reliability.

each expert evaluated one interview twice.

The three hypotheses:

• Hypothesis I: Scores on the PTA will differ significantly and be highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor

interview.

• Hypothesis 2: Scores on the EFRT will differ significantly and be highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor

interview

• Hypothesis 3: For each expert, the scores of the first viewing of each interview

will differ from the scores on the second viewing of the same interview.
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CHAPTER 11.

REVIEW OF UTERATURE

This review of the literature wiJl discuss Ihe advantages of the 24-hour food

recall, the expense involved with the 24-hour recall, disadvantages of the recalL the

importance of interviewer training, and assessing the validity of an interviewer evaluation

tool.

Advantages of the 24-hour Food Recall

Ease of administration is one advantage of 24-hour recall. The 24-hour recall

does nol require the participant to be able to read English (Thompson and Byers. 1994),

because the interviewer verbally asks questions and writes the answers. However, the

interviewer and respondent should be able to fluently ~peak the same language (10M,

2000). The recaJl can be done quickly; an acceptable 24-hour recall can take

approximately 20 minutes (Lee and Nieman. 1996; Thompson and Byers. 1994; Wolper

et £II, 1995). The recall does not require the respondent to keep lengthy food records

(Williams, 1997; 10M. 2000).

Another advantage of the 24-hour recall is minimal respondent burden. Other

dietary assessment methods, such as weighed food records, observed intake. or multipJe

day diet records carry a large amount of perceived work for the respondent. The

respondent does not need any training or preparation prior to doing a 24-hour food recall
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interview. Respondents are more likely to panicipate in a study if the method of dietary

assessment requires minimal respondent burden (Lee and Nieman. 1996; Thompson and

Byers, 1994; Wolper et ai, 1995).

The 24-hour recall interview relies on short-term memory (Thompson and Byers,

1994; Wolper et al, 1995). This is an advantage of the 24-hour recall hecause most

people cannot remember what they ate more than 24 hours previously (Baranowski and

Domel, 1994)

Because the 24-bour recall is retrospecti ve, there is Jess chance of change in

eating behavior (Lee and Nieman, 1996; Thompson and Byers, 1994; Wolper et aI,

1995). Altering intake for positive self-presentation or to decrease the amounl of food to

weigh or record is the Guinea Pig Effect (Frank et aI, 1977; Windsor et ai, 1994). [n the

Guinea Pig Effect, the act of measurement is a change agent because knowing a

measurement is going to occur may lead to a change in behavior. Not knowing when the

recall will occur means there will not be a Guinea Pig Effe<..:t.

Compared to other methods of estimating dietary intake, the 24-hour recall can

produce more complete data. During a 24-hour food recall, everything a respondent eats

or drinks can be recorded. In the 24-hour recall, the interviewer can ask specific

questions about each food or beverage to ascertain specific information, such as how the

food was prepared or what might have been added during or after cooking. If the

respondent is using a generated list of foods, such as in a food frequency, information

about the actual foods consumed may be missing or incorrect. In a food frequency

questionnaire, only the foods listed can be reported (lOM, 2000). In any food intake

recall method, includmg food frequency questionnaires and 24-hour recall interviews,
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when a respondent is asked a question either verhally or on paper. the re~pondent will

give One of three options. no answer. it wrong answer, or a correct answer (Kohlmeier.

1994). In a face-lo-face or telephone 24-hour food recall there is less chance of no

response because the interviewer should pursue the question until an answer is given.

Ex pense of the 24-hour Recall Interview

There is disagreement as to the expense involved in performing 24-hollf recall

interviews. In contrast to Lee and Neiman (1996) and Frank ct al (J 977). some

researchers believe the 24-hour recall is expensi ve in terms of time and money (Barrctt

Connor, J991; Buzzard. 1994; Windsor et at. 1994). The manpower and financial cost of

the 24-hour recall c<ln be considered both an advantage and disadvantage, depending on

perspective. Because weighed food records require extensive training and weighing

equ ipmcnt for each respondent. the 24-hour recall mel hod is considcrahl y less ex pensi ve

than weighed food records (Lee and Nieman. 1996). However. effective 24-hour recall

interviews require extcnsi ve time (0 train the interviewer (Barrett-Connor. 19(1), which

can increase cost. When collecting data on a large sample, a relatively small number of

trained staff can collect dJtu (Frank et al. 1977). Training and monitoring Interviewers is

crucial to increase the accuracy of the recall and incrca~es the cost (Barrett-Connor, 199 I:

Buzzard, 1994; Wi ndsor et aI, 1994). Time and money is w<lsted when an inaccurate

interview is conducted because the inaccurate interview creates unusahle data. The

proportion of interviewers to respondents i.s the determining factor in deciding the

expense of conducting the interviews.
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Disadvanlages of the 24-hour Recall Interview

The most prominent disadvantage to the 24-hour food recall is inaccuracy in

report ing (Barretl-Connor, 1991; rOM, 2000; Lee and Neiman. 1996; Mcla and Aaron,

1997; Thompson and Byers, 1994; Wolper et al. 1995). When cumpared to observation

of intake, Karvelli and Knuts (1985) found there arc lhree key sources of inaccuracies in

reporting: omissions, additions and misidentification. Omissions include not reporting

foods (hat were consumed and under reporting of portion size. Additions include

reponing foods that were not consumed and over reporting of portion size.

Misidentification aeeu r~ when the food the respondent consumed is not what food the

interviewer records. Unknown foods, such as foods from ethnic restaurants. also lead to

misidentification in reponing (Baranowski and Darnel. 1994: Kohlmeier, 1994).

Because every responden [' s behav ior is based on d i!"feren t mot ivat ions, there are

many intentional reasons for rnisreponing thal can make the data ohtained from tile reCall

inaccurate (Kohlmeier, 1<;)94). The three pri mary reasons the respondent ITlUy

intentionally misreporl Intake are the question or interviewer is threatening. the

respondent wanlS to give a "desirable" answer, or [he respondent wan [s to give a po~itive

self-presentation (10M, 2000; Kohlmeier, 1994).

There are several reasons for uninlentional misreponjng of dietary intake. One

source of unintentional mlsreporting is lapse in memory or inaccurate memory of what

was eaten (Kohtmeier, J994). Most adults cannot visually estimate quantity and wi II

therefore, incorrectl y estimate ponion sizes of foods eaten (Baranowski and Darnel.
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1994; Howat et aI, 1994). Another source of unintentional misreporting is decreased

respondent concentration (Kohlmeier, 1994). Decreased respondent concentration can

include fatigue, inattention or apathy toward the interview as well as toward the act of

eating (Baranowski and Domel, 1994; Kohlmeier, 1994). Decreased interest in earing

due to mood, or concurrent activities also leads to underreporting (Baranowski and

Darnel, 1994). Another source of unintentional misreporting is the Flat Slope Syndrome

(Baranowski and Domel, 1994). The Flat Slope Syndrome states that as intake increases,

either by larger portion sizes, or a large number of food~ eaten, people tend to

underestimate intake of foods (Baranowski and Domel, 1994; Karvelli and Kouts, 1985).

As intake decreases, over reporting increases (Baranowski and Domcl, 1994; Karvctti

aod Kouts, 1985).

One 24-hour recall interview cannot show usual intake. Similarly. one 24-hour

recall interview on one day cannot show seasonal variations of individual intake (10M,

2000; Lee and Nieman, 1996; Thompson and Byers, 1994). However, Ull interview on

one occasion can describe the usual portion sizes of the foods eaten by an individual on

the day of measurement (Kohlmeier, 19(4).

The 24-hour recal1 interview is not appropriate for all participants. 8ccause of the

need to rely on short-term memory, the 24-hour recall is not appropriate for anyone with

cognitive deficits (Baranowski and Domel, 1994~ Van Staveren et aI, 1994; Wolper et a1,

1995). In addition, it is a disadvantage if the interviewer and the respondent do not

fluently speak the same langu age (laM, 2000; Wolper et a1. 1995). Because respondents

tend to build better rapport with interviewers who they perceive as similar to themselves,

differences between interviewer and respondent, such as gender and perceived
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socioeconomic status, may cause variations in responses <lOM. 2000; Windsor et at.

1994 Wol per et at 1995).

Because interviewer training is important to lessen the disadvantages of the

interview (Wolper et aI, 1995) ineffecti ve interviewer training Cl:m be viewed as a

disadvantage. The24-Hour Food Recallln-Servjce Training Program is designed to train

former program participants to perform interviews, to reduce differences in demographics

of the interviewer and respondent.

Interviewer Training to Decrease Disadvantages

The value of the 24-hour recall interview Clnd the data it produces IS dependent on

the interviewers' skills (Barrett-Connor, 1991). To perform effective 24-hour recall

interviews interviewers should be extensively trained (Barren-Connor, 1991; McNutt el

ill. 1998) and shou ld have frequent feedback from trainers after the data eoJ lectlon

process has begun (Me NUl{ el al, 1998). If j ntcrv icwcrs are not adeq uatcl y lrained, thc

data from one respondent on one date is difficu It to reproduce when inlerviewed hy more

than one interviewer (Frank et {II, 1977; Wolper et ai, lli95). To reduce measuremcnl

error between interviewers. interviewers should be trai ned by a standardized protocol

(Frank et aI, 1977; Lee and Nieman, J 996).

A ski lied interviewer can minimize misreporling by building rapport wilh the

respondent (McNutt et ai, 1998). Clearly explaining the purpose of the interview,

speaking the same language as the respondent (lOM, 2000). and heing patient with the
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respondent are ways the interviewer can build rapport with the respondent and decrease

error.

Interviewers must be trained to ask appropriate open-ended and probing questions

to help the respondent remember additions (such as salt and butter), beverages and snacks

(Kohlmeier, 1994; Thompson and Byers, 1994). An example of a probing question is

"what did you add to your food at the table?" Without probing respondents tend to omit

additions and beverages (Lee and Neiman, 1996). If the respondent is elderly, fading

memory requires the interviewer to be especially diligent in asking probing questions

(Van Staveren et aI, 1994). Interviewer probing can increase reported intake by 25%

(Thompson and Byers, 1994).

Responses carry perceived social desirability (Windsor et aI, 1994; Wolper et ai,

1995), and respondents generaUy like to give a positive self-presentation (Baranowski

and Domel, 1994; Kohlmeier, 1994). A skilled interviewer can reduce this by not

showing approval or disapproval of responses during the interview (Johnson et ai, 1998;

Lee and Neiman, 1996; Wolper et aI, 1995).

Unintentional misreporting is somewhat predictable and can be easily addressed

by a skilled interviewer. An interviewer who is trained to remain focused can reduce

error caused by decreased respondent concentration (JOM, 2000; Williams, 1997).

Interviewers must be trained to help respondents estimate the amount of foods

eaten. Because most adults find it difficult to visually estimate quantity (Baranowski and

Domel, 1994; Howat et aI, 1994; 10M, 2000), using two and three dimensional models,

household measures and utensils can hel p the respondent more accurately estimate

portion size (Howat, 1994; Jonnalagadda et ai, 2000; Karvetti and Knuts, 1985; Lee and

10
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Neiman. 1996; McNutt et aL 1998; Wolpcret al. 19(5). When a respondent can see a

visual representation of a specifIc quantity of food. they C;:In more accurately compare

lheir intake with the provided representation.

The 24-Hour Recall In-Service Training Prugram is a program created by

Oklahoma State University Extension to train Nutrition Education ASslstanls (NEA'S).

who are not nutrition professionals. to conduct effect 24-hour food recall interviews

(Williams, )997). This program uses standardized training materials to assist the

intervi~wer in conducting an effectjve 24-hour recall.

Assessing the Validity of an Evaluation Tool

Assessing the validity of a 24-hour food recall interviewer evaluation tool i~

necessary to be certain the evaluation tooJ has measured the desired charactcri~tics based

on the objectives of the original education program. The tool must be properly designed

to correctl y Clsse:-;s lhe desired characteristics (Windsor et <.II. 19(4). If tht' ev'llui.lt\on [001

is not val id, i I will not accurately measure that which it was designed 10 measure.

The present study was designed (0 assess the content validity and criterion

validity of The 24-Hollr Food Recall In-Service Trainm/< Program Evalu(ltion of Food

Recall Techniques (EFRT) tool. For the tool to have content val idity it should have ilems

that measure all characteristics that are considered importanl to perform a thorough 24

hour food recall interview (SChlitt, 1999; Vogt, 1999; Windsor el al, 1994). Content

validity is based on expert opinion and the reseiJrch literature. Contenl validity is

assessed by identifying interviewer characteristics neces~ary to conduct an effective
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recall interview and developing an instrument to measure the characteristics. For the tool

to have criterion validity it should measure similar results when compared to an

acceptable criterion (Schutt, 1999; Vogt, 1999; Windsor et ai, 1994). In the present

study, the criterion against which the EFRT was compared was the three videotaped

interviews created representing three ski)) levels of recalls made after conducting a

primary trait analysis (PTA). The PTA can be considered more accurate than the EFRT

because the PTA assesses desirable characteristics that were identified in the literature.

This study used concurrent criterion validity. The PTA and EFRT were not used at the

same time, but were used to measure the same videotaped interviews.

12



CHAPTER Ill.

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of the present study was to assess the reliability and validity of the

evaluation of food recall techniques (EfRT) tool that is part of The 24-Hollr Food Recoil

II1-Service Training Program developed by Oklahoma Stale University Cooperative

Extension. The EFRT 1001 is used in evaluating the ability of a paraprofessional 10

perform an effective 24-hollf food recall interview. For (he EFRT (001 to have con lent

validity it should address all traits that are considered necessary to perform an effective

24-hour recall interview (Schutt, 1999; Vogl, 1999). The traits needed to perform an

effective 24-hour food recall interview were determined by examining previous research.

All aspects of the study were examined and approved by the Institutional Review Board

of Oklahoma Stilte Uni versity. The TR B approval form and conI inllal ion approval forms

are in Appendix A and B.

Research Design

This study had Ihree phases. In phase one, the literature WCJS reviewed to

determine what characteristics are necessary to perform an effective 24-hour fecal l. Any

characteristic mentioned at least three times was included in a primary trait an<:llysis

(PTA). In the second phase, the PTA and desi red characteri sties were used to create

three videotaped interviews using good. fair or poor interview techniques. To validate

the videotaped interviews, subjects then viewed the videotaped interviews and evaluated

13



the quality of the interview using the PTA. The PTA was used to ensure the videotaped

interviews were at the intended quality level. For the third phase, a second population of

subjects or experts was selected to validate the evaluation tool. The experts viewed the

videotaped interviews and used the Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques (EFRT) tool to

evaluate the interviews. To determine intrarater reliability, each expert evaluated one

interview twice. The non-experimental, correlational research design lIsed a self

administered evaluation too] and videotapes of 24-hour food recall interviews to test the

hypotheses.

The three hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 1: Scores on the PTA will differ significantly and be highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor

interview.

• Hypothesis 2: Scores on the EFRT will differ significantly and be highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor

interview.

• Hypothesis 3: For each expert, the scores of the first viewing of each interview

will differ from the scores on the second viewing of the same interview.

Primary Trait Analysis

There were four purposes of the primary trait analysis (PTA). One purpose was to

define explicit criteria to be used in creating three videotaped interviews. Reviewing the

research literature identified the criteria. Any characteristic mentioned at least three

14



times was included in the PTA. Characteristics on the PTA were used when filming three

videotaped interviews of varying interviewer skiJllevel. Another purpose of the PTA

was to reduce subjectivity in evaluating the interviewer's skill (Walvoord and Anderson,

1998). By using the PTA, the evaluators could only rate the interviewer's skill on given

characteristics. Without the PTA the evaluator would be able to rate the interviewer

based on any characteristic, such as physical appearance, which may have no bearing on

the validity of the interview data. In addition, by using the PTA each skill was weighed

evenly. A third purpose of the PTA was to make sure the videotaped interviews were at

the intended quality leveL Subjects viewed the interviews and used the PTA to evaluate

the interviewer's skill. The fourth purpose of the PTA was to create a numeric scale for

evaluating each videotaped interview.

In creating the PTA for this study a list of characteristics were needed. The

characteristics were skills needed to conduct an effective 24-hour recall. Reviewing the

research literature identified the characteristics. As the literature was read, a matrix of

desirable characteristics was produced. Each time a study mentioned a characteristic

necessary for an effective 24-hour recall, the characteristic it was tallied on the matrix.

Any characteristic mentioned in at least three sources was used for the PTA.

Eighteen characteristics were identified and used for the PTA. The interview

should cover 24 Hours. The interviewer should introduce self, explain the purpose of

interview, and explain the importance of reporting actual intake. Interviewer should not

verbally or nonverbally indicate any approval or disapproval of the respondent's answer.

Interviewer should guide the respondent through the interview using open-ended

questions, without suggesting responses. Interviewer should use verbal questions and

15
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visual cues and ask about activities performed during the day to help respondent

remember what foods were eaten. Interviewer should obtain estimates of the portjon size

of foods that were eaten. Interviewer should use two-dimensional visual aids and three

dimensional visual aids to help the respondent visualize the type of food and portion sizes

consumed. The models should realistically represent food or portion sizes. Interviewer

should use measuring cups, measuring spoons, common size plates, bowls or drinking

glasses to help the respondent estimate portion size. Interviewer should ask the specific

name of foods that were eaten, and clarify that the interviewer and respondent are

visualizing and conceptualizing the same food. Interviewer should obtain brand names of

foods that were not prepared from a home recipe, including names of restaurants where

foods might have been purchased. Interviewer should ask how foods were prepared and

ask what cooking methods (bake, fry, raw) were used including asking what was added to

foods before eating. Interviewer should keep interview focused and on track and avoid

meal labeling unless done by the respondent.

For the PTA, most characteristics were given a four-point scale. The points were

"Interviewer usually performs", "Interviewer occasionaJJy performs", "Interviewer rarely

performs", "Interviewer does not perform". Four characteristics were evaluated using

yes or no questions. To score four points, the interviewer had to usually perform the skill

or behavior to conduct an effective 24-hour recall. If the interviewer occasionally

performed a skill the interviewer scored three points. If the interviewer rarely performed

a skill, the interviewer scored two points. If the interviewer did not perform a skill, the

interviewer received one point. For the 'Yes" or "No" questions four points were given

for a yes answer, and one point for a no answer.

16
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There were 18 characteristics on the PTA. Because the format of the first

question on the PTA ("Covers 24 hours") was confusing, many subjects did not answer it.

For most of the characteristics the skill level words (for example, "Interviewer usually

performs") were above the rows of questions and subjects were to indicate their choice by

making a mark in a box. For "Covers 24-hours" the words "yes" and "no" were on the

same row as the question and subjects were to circle their choice. This format imitated

the format of the Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques tool. The problem was not

corrected, because the all subjects had returned all materials before the problem was

noticed. The question "Covers 24 hours" was not included in any statistical analyses.

After throwing out one question, the minimum score was 17 and the maximum

score was 68 and created by summing the value for each item. A score of 68-51 points

on the PTA was considered a good interview, 50-34 points for a fair interview, and 33-17

points for a poor interview. The PTA form is in Appendix C.

Development of Videotaped Interviews

After the PTA was completed three scripts anu videotapes were developed. The

purpose of the videotaped interviews was to have a consistent and uniform interview for

all subjects to view. The subjects in the second phase would validate that the interviews

were at the intended quality level. The subjects in the third phase would use the

interview of predetermined quality to validate the Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques

tool. Each script and videotaped interview depicted one of three interviews: a good (PTA

score 68-51), a fair (PTA score 50-34), and a poor (PTA score 33-17). The actors were a

professional actress (the respondent) and the primary researcher (the interviewer). The

actress was employed through a professional talent agency. Because the actress was

17
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paid, she did not sign a consent and release form. The interviews were videotaped in a

private home and the actress and researcher wore their own clothing and did their own

hair and makeup. The actress was told her recall should include one meal at a restaurant

and microwave popcorn; she could chose any other foods she wished. The script the

actress was given is Appendix D. She was encouraged to report the foods she actually

ate. She was not to reveal any information that was not solicited by the interviewer. The

poor interview was filmed first, followed by the fair interview, filming the good

interview last. They were filmed in this order because as the interviewing skills

increased the actress would be aware of more detailed information about her foods.

Because the lower quality interviews were filmed first, she only knew the foods she ale

and approximately what portion sizes; she could not accidentally volunteer information

that was not uncovered by the interviewer. The videotaped interviews included time

when the interviewer was writing responses. This time increases with each interview. It

was important to show the interviewer writing responses, because that can be considered

part of the interview.

The good interview was approximately J7 minutes in length. The f<:lir interview

was about 7 minutes and poor interview was about 3 minutes in length. The videotape

labels and video jackets were color-coded and forms were color coded to correspond with

the videotapes. This was done to lessen confusion and to make it easy for the researchers

to see which form should be sent with each [ape. The good interview was coded "Q" and

colored orange. The fair interview was coded "F', colored blue. The poor interview was

"W", coded black. The letter and number codes were selected to reduce the possibility of

18
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bias due to common letters such as A, B, C or the colors red, yellow, green for traffic

light color schemes.

Validation of Videotaped Interviews

To validate whether the created videotaped interviews accurately reflected the

three quality levels of 24-hour food recall interviews, undergraduate and graduate

students from Oklahoma State University Department of Nutritional Sciences validated

the videos.

Subjects

The subjects were recruited through two courses, NSCI 4853, Medical Nutrition

Therapy I and NSCI 5713, Community Dietetics. These two courses were selected

because their curricula included training in performing and evaluating 24-hour food recall

interviews. One male and 50 females were recruited as subjects. The response rate was

100% of students in each course. Receiving extra credit points compensated subjects.

Students could choose not to participate and complete an alternative project for the same

number of extra credit points. All subjects signed a consent form (Appendix E).

Methods

Fifty-one subjects chose to participate. The subjects were given written instructions. The

written instructions gave the order in which the interviews were to be viewed. There

were three different instruction sheets, each giving a different order in which to view the
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interviews (Appendices F through H). The subjects were randomly assigned the order to

view the interviews. There was no method to make sure the videotaped interviews were

viewed in the given order. The subjects watched each interview and scored the actions of

the interviewer with the PTA criteria sheet (Appendix C).

StatisticaJ Analysis

• Hypothesis 1: Scores on the PTA will differ significantly and be highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and Jowest for the poor

interview.

A score was created for each subjects' PTA tool hy summing the value for J7 items on

the PTA tool, and a mean generated for each interview. Cronbach's aJpha was used to

determine the intemal reJiability of the scale across the three interviews. The general

linear model method was used to determine if the mean score on each videotaped

interview was significantly different among alJ three interviews. Spearman's rank

correJation was used to determine the correlation between the PTA mean scores on the

three videotapes. This was to determine if scales for each interview were related. Results

were analyzed using SPSS version 10.0 with significance at p<O.05.

Validation of Evaluation Tool

Subjects and Recruitment

The subjects or experts were members of the Food and Nutrition Extension

Educators and Higher Education Divisions of the Society for Nutrition Education. The
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names and addresses of members of the two divisions were purchased from the Society

for Nutrition Education for $100. After removing members with foreign address.e~ and

duplicates between the two lists, there were 245 members 01 [he Food and Nutrition

Extension Educators Division and 137 members of Higher Education Division. Two

members were removed because they were faculty of the Nutritional Sciences

Department at Oklahoma State University, leaving US Division of Higher Education

members. The total population was 380.

The sample was defined as a purposive sample because potential sllojects were

selectively recruited. The first group of subjects wa~ recruited hy sending a retler to it

random selection of 200 members of both divisions. Due to lhe inadequiJte number of

subjects frorn the first 200 selected, recruitment pack~ts were sent 10 the remaining 180

members of each division using the same procedures as the original recruitment packe\.

The packet contained a letter that asked them to participate in the ,,,wdy, described the

purpose of the study Jnd how recipients were selected, and addres~ed confidentiality Jnd

volunrary participation (Appendix 1). Included with the letter wa~ il schedule or

participation (Appendix J). Demographic information (Appendix K) was collected to be

able to describe the subjects. Subjects signed an informed consent form (Appendix L).

All volunteers who met the incJll~ion criteria were accepted for the study. The inclusion

criteria included membership in either Division, returning a ~igned consent form <lncl

completing all study materials. However, three subjects were not members of Society for

Nutrition Education, but mid-level mOlflagers for the Expanded Food and Nutrition

Education Program on the state or county level. They were recruited after the person to

whom the mailing was ~ent passed on the recruitment packet. Estimated minimum time
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involvement for the subjects was 12 weeks with two to five total hours to view the

interviews. At the end of the study subjects were compensated by receiving the three

videotapes.

Distribution of Videotaped Interviews and Evaluation Tools

Each expert viewed three interviews in random order, and viewed one interview

twice to determine intra-observer reliability. The order of viewing was detennined for

each subject by using a repeated cycle. The repeated video each subject viewed was

determined by including the repeated interview into the order cycle (Appendix M). Each

subject number had an assigned viewing order, and each subject was assigned a subject

number as they returned enrollment materials. Experts were instructed to watch each

videotaped interview. After viewing each interview, the experts rated the interviewer's

food recaJl skills using the Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques (EFRT) tool, developed

by Sheik and Williams (Appendix N). With each videotaped interview we sent an

instruction letter (Appendix 0) and a color-coded copy of the EFRT 1001. The color of

the paper used for the EFRT tool matched the color of the video jacket and the same

colored dot on the videotape. Each expert viewed the interviews in one of several

orders. The subjects only had one videotaped interview in their possession at any time.

As completed materials were returned, the next videotape and EFRT tool were mailed. If

subjects did not return materials within 15 mailing days, a reminder postcard was sent

(Appendix P). A second reminder postcard was sent IS mailing days after the first

reminder postcard.
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Evaluation Tool Scores

The EFRT tool is presented in Appendix N. Glenna Williams ~nd Brenda Sheik

created the form. The EFRT 1001 consisted of tv..elve questions concerning the:: qual ity of

the interviewers skills. However. for this study only nine questions were ~hosen for

analysis. The question "Did food recall cover a 24-hour period?" was not included in any

statistical analyses because the format of the form ""as confusing and many subjects did

not answer the question. For most of the characteristics the skill level worus (for

example, "Needs improvement") were above the rows of questions and subjects were to

indicate their choice by making a mark in a box. For ··Covers 24-hours" the words "yes"

and "no" were on the same row as the question and subjects were to circle their choice.

The problem could only be corrected by altering the format of the tool. If the format

were altered it would not be the same as the tool being valid'Hed. Because so rew

subjects answered the quest ion, "Covers 24 hours" was no [ incluJcd i tl an y sIal iSI ica I

analyses. One question asked if forms were completed properly. The forms were not

considered part of this study, so the question ··Was Food Recall form properly and

thoroughly completed?" was excluded. Another excluded question was "Was overall

Food Recall accurate?" Subjects did not have the actual intake. di.lli:.l available to them,

and therefore were unable to a<;sess the accuracy of the Jnlcrview. These three questions

were ignored in all analyses.

After removing the three questions, scores on nine items were analyzed. When

the experts evaluated each interview, summing a value from each characteristic on the
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evaluation tool c~ated a composite sc.ore. The rating on each item received a score

ranging from one to four. One meant "Needs Improvement", two meant "Fillr". three

meant "Good", and four meant "Good Job!", The highest possible score was 36. while

the lowest possible score was 9. Summing the values for each item generated the score.

After the first wave of EFRT tools was mailed out, a mistake was noticed on the EFRT

tool. For the first viewing one question was omitted from the EFRT !Ool. When the

EFRT 1001 was used for the second. third and fourth viewings the question was included.

For statistical analysis, a value was generated for the omitted question by averaging the

score on that qu estion for each of the three individual videotapes.

There were three levels of interview quality on three different videotapes: good,

fair, and poor. Scores on the evaluation tool were a composite measurement based on

ratings on nine items of the eval uation tool. The expected range of scores for each

interview was 36-28 for the good interview, 27- J8 for the fair interview, and 17-9 for the

poor interview.

Statistical Analysis

• Hypothesis 2: Scores on the EFRT will differ significLlntly anu he highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor

interview.

• Hyp()the~is 3: For each expert. the scores of the Ii r~l viewing of each interview

will differ from the scores on the second viewing of the same interview.

A score was generated for each expeJ1's EFRT hy summing the values Oil nine EFRT

items and gen~rating a mean for each interview. Cronhach's alpha was u~ed to

determine Ihe internal reliability of the scale across the three interviews. The general
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linear model method was lIsed [0 determine if the mean score on each videotaped

interview differed significantly among all three interviews. Spearman's rank

correlation was lIsed to determine the correlation between the EFRT mean scores on

the three videotaped interviews. This was to determine if scales for each interview

were related. A paired t-test between the scores of the first and second viewings of the

same videotape was L1sed to determine if the scores differed significantly between the

first and second viewing. Results were analyzed using SPSS version 10.0.
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CHAPTER IV.

RESULTS

Primary Trait Analysis

The purpose of validating the videotaped interviews was to be sure the interviews

were at the intended quality level. The subjects for the validation of videotaped

interviews were nutritional sciences students from Oklahoma State University. The

subjects were enrolled in either a senior level Medical Nutrition Therapy course, or a

graduate level Community Dietetics course. These two courses were selected because

the coursework induded training in performing and evaluating 24-hour food recall

interviews. One male and 50 females were subjects (n=51). Some subjects did not

answer every question on all three primary trait analysis (PTA) forms. When analyzing

data, if a PTA form was not complete, the data was not included in analysis. Therefore,

the sample size is not always 5 J .

On the primary trait analysis (PTA) the format of the question "Covers 24 hours"

was confusing, and many subjects did not answer it. For this reason, the question

"Covers 24 Hours" was excluded from statistical analyses. After removing this question.

there were 17 items incl uded in the statistical analysi~ of the PTA 1001

Cronbach's alpha score greater than 0.70 implies the scores are reliahJe (Vogt,

1999). Cronbach's alpha for all items from all three interviews (n=41) was 0.84.

Cronbach 's alpha for the poor interview (0=47) was 0.84 and for the fair interview
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(n=45) was 0.73, suggesting the PTA scores [or the poor and fair interviews were reliable

(Vogt, 1999). For the good interview (n=48) alpha wa<; 0.64. The reliability scores

indicate the subjects were more consistent when evaluating the fair and poor inlerviews

than when evaluating the good interview.

The expected score range for each videotape was 51-68 for the good interview,

34-50 for the fair interview, and 17-33 for the poor interview. All three mean PTA scores

were within the desired ranges (Table I). Using genera.l linear model (Jod ANOVA the

poor. fair and good interview scores were significantly different (p<O.05) (Table I).

Spearman's rho correlation (Table 2) between the poor and fair interviews was

significant (p<O.O I). This indicates the scores for the poor interview and the scores for

the fair interview are not discrete. There was no correlation between the good and fair

interviews or between the good and poor interviews.

The scores for each individual item on the PTA are presented in Table 3. The

overall trend was lowest ratings on the poor interview. intermediate ratings on the fair

interview, and highest ratings on the good interview.

Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques Tool Validation

Of the 380 members of Society for Nutrition Education Higher Education and

Food and Nutrition Extension Educators Divisions, ~ 1 ~lIbjects initially volunteered. The

response rate wa~ 21 %. Only 66 subjects returned usable data (response rate 88%). Two

subjects withdrew from the study. while 12 subjects did not complete the evaluation for

all four videotapes. One suhject signed a consent form. bUl never completed any
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evaluations. When analyzing data, if an EFRT tool was not complete, the data was not

included in analysis. Therefore the sample size is not always 66.

Demographic infonnation of the experts is presented in Table 4. Because some

questions on the demographic form allowed subjects to select more than one answer,

some totals are more than 100%. The majority of experts were employed as full-time

faculty with either cooperative extension or a university. The job function for most

experts was nutrition education. Many experts reported having earned a Master's or

Doctoral degree. The focus of continuing education for most experts was community

nutrition issues (82%) or adult education issues (44%). The question "How often do you

conduct 24-hour recall interviews?" was open-ended and experts could fill in any

response. The responses were compiled into two categories: more often than once a

week, and less often than once a week. Most experts perform 24-hour recalls interviews

less than once a week. Because 74% of the experts were responsible for training others

to conduct 24-hour recall interviews, the population was appropriate for evaluating the

tool, even though the experts perform recall interviews less than once a week.

Cronbach's alpha for the EFRT tool for all three interview quality levels was 0.83

(n=50). For the good interview (0=60), Cronbach's alpha was 0.80. Alpha scores greater

than 0.70 are considered reliable (Vogt, 1999). For the poor (n=58) and fair (n=60)

interviews Cronbach's alphas were 0.54 and 0.67, respectively. The reliability scores

indicate the experts were more consistent when evaluating the good interview than when

evaluating the poor and fair interviews.

The second hypothesis was that when the experts evaluated the interviews using

the Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques (EFRT) tool scores on the evaluation tool
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would differ significantly among interviews. The scores would also be highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor interview.

The expected ranges of EFRT scores were 28-36 for the good imerview, 18-27 for the

fair, and 9-17 for the poor interview. The scores were all within the expected range

(Table 5). Using general linear model and ANOV A each mean score was significantly

different (p=O.OOO). Individual item scores for each interview are presented in Table 6.

Using Spearman's rho correlation, the scores on the fair interview were related to

the scores on the poor and good interviews (Table 7). This indicates the fair and poor

interview scores were not dissimilar when compared to each other, and the fair and good

interview scores were not dissimilar when compared to each other. The scores for the

good and poor interviews were not correlated.

Each interviewer evaluated one interview twice to determine intrarater reliability.

The third hypothesis was for each evaluator, the scores of the first viewing of each

interview would differ from the scores on the second viewing of the same videotape.

Using paired t-test, comparing the mean scores for the first and second viewings of the

poor and fair interview did not differ significantly, Table 8. The mean scores of the good

interview at the first viewing were significantly greater than the second viewing (p<O.O I).

Rejection of Hypotheses

Hypothesis I: Scores on the PTA will differ significantly and be highest for the

good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor interview.

We failed to reject hypothesis one because the scores on the primary trait analysis were
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significantly different across all three interviews. Scores were lowest for the poor

interview, intermediate for the fair interview, and highest for the good interview.

Hypothesis 2: When subjects used the EFRT tool to evaluate the interviewer's

skill, scores will differ significantly, and scores on the EFRT will be highest for the

highest for the good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, and lowest for the

poor interview. We failed to reject hypothesis two because scores on the evalualion 1001

were significantly different. The scores were highest for the good interview, in the mid

range for the fair interview, and lowest for the poor interview.

Hypothesis 3: For each evaluator or expert, the scores of the first viewing of each

videotaped interview will differ from the scores on the second viewing of the same

interview. We failed to reject hypothesis three for the good videotaped interview because

scores of the first viewing of the good interview differed significantly from the scores on

the second viewing. We rejected hypothesis three for Ihe poor and fair videotapes

because the scores of the first viewing of the poor and fair videotaped interviews did not

differ significantly from the scores on the second viewing of the same videotape.
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Table I. Primary Trait AnLilysis (PTA) scores of three 24-hour food
recall interviews I. n=4 J

-

---_._--j
PTA Score-

Poor
3l.5 ± 7.2J.

Videotapes
Fair

48.6+7.3h
Good

-'ryal ue-s-ar-e-m-ea-n-±"-s-'t<1-n-d-a-r-d-d-e-v-ia-t-io-n-.----- ---.__._._ -._-

2 Minimum score= 17, maximum score 68. The higher lhe score the
beller the quality of interview.

J,b'('Means with different superscripts are significantly different ,.l(

p<O.05.
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Table 2. Spearman' -" correlat ions among PTA scores of three
interviews.

--

Videotapes

Poor

Fair

Fair
0.44"
n=43
1.00

n=45

Good
0.19
n=45
0.22
n=43

-- ..
Spearman's rho is significant at p<o.OI.
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Table 3. Individual PTA item scores for three 24-hour recall interviews.
PTA Jtem or Skill Poor l Fair!

rntroduces seJfat.2±0.8 3.9±0.7
Explains purpose of interview J 1.4± 1.1 2.0± 1.4
Explained importance of reporting actual intake ~ 1.2±O.7 2.9± 1.5
Does not show approval/disapprovaJ h 2. 2±O.9 2A±1.0
Uses open ended questions b 2.0±0.9 2.6±0.8
Helps respondent remember what was eaten b 2.1 +0.8 3.2j:O.7
Asks about acti vitics duri ng the day h 1.510.8 3.0±O.9
Obtains e... timates of ponion size h 2.3±O. H 3.4±0.7
u....es 20 visual aids h 1.4±0.6 2.0±1.1
Uses 3D visual £lids h 1.8±O.8 3.4±0.8
Uses measuring cups, etc b 1.310.5 2.7± 1.0
Ask specific names of foods b 2.2±0.9 3.0±O.9
Asks spec ific brand na mes of foods b 2. I± J . I 2. 3j:O.9
Asks how foods were prepared b 2.4±0.9 3.0±0.8
Asks what was added before eating b l.g±0.9 2.8± 1.0
Keeps focused ,md on track b 3.5±0.7 :'.6±0.8
Avoids meal labeling h 1.3+0.5 2.8+0.9
I V () Iues are mean ± standard deviation
"t =no and 4=yes
b J=Does not perform, 2=Rarely performs. 3=Occasi onClll y pc rfurms, and
performs

4.0±O.0
4.010·0
3.4±1.3
3.610·9
3.7±0.5
3.9±OA
3.9±O.4
4.0±0.2
3.2±1.0
3.8±0.6
4.0±0.0
4.0±O.3
3.9±0.3
3.8+0.6
3.9±0.3
4.O±O.0
3.7+0.7

4=Usually
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-"I~ble 4_. Demographic characteristics of experts. n=66
Demographic Characteristic
Employment status

EmpJoyment setting'

Job functions

full time
pan time
retired
other
not employed

cooperative ex.tension
college/university faculty
commul1ity/puolic health
aCUle care
consultation primarily to other
organizati ons, j ndustries or med ia
long term care
school food service
commercial food service
HMO, phy~ician or other hcalthcarc
provider

nutrition education
nUlrition
infannat ion/comlllll 11 jC~ll il H1

pu hi ic health
higher education
research
wcllncs:-Jd i:-ea:-.e prevent j0 11

personnel training
clinical services
foodscrv ices

n __~_~ce.Q_~

55 83.3
4 6.1
4 6.1
2 3.0

1.5

45 68.2
.10 45.5

6 9.J
2 3.0

., 3.0"-

1.5
1.5
1.5

1.5

56 84.8

32 48.)
27 40.9
21 31.8
17 2S.R
17 25.H
II J6.7
2 J.O
J 1.5

Highest degree earned
master's degree
doctoral degree
bachelor's degree
associate's degree

:u
24
7
J

4H.5
]6.4
JO.6
4.5
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Table 4. Continued
Focus of continuing education'

Job position

Are you responsible for training
personnel to do 24-hour food
recall interviews'?

How often do you conuuct 2-1-
hour food recall interviews?

community nutrition
adult education
education
research
foods/food sciences
clinical nutrition
management
foodservices

cooperative extension faculty at the
state level
cooperative extension faculty at the
county level
resident university faculty

yes
no

less than once a week
more than once a week

54
29
23
14
I I
10
6
2

26

18

16

49
17

4R
IX

81.8
43.9
34.8
21.2
16.7
15.2
9.1
3.0

39.4

27.3

24.2

74.2
25.8

72.7
27.3

·Total is more than 100% because question on the demographic form allowed subjects to
select more than one answer.
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Table 5. Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques (EFRT) tool scores after viewing
three 24-hour food recall interviews I, n=50

Poor
EFRT Score 2 13.6 + 2.5a

Videotapes
Fair

20.2 + 3.86
Good

31.9 + 3.6c

I Values are mean + standard deviation
2 Minimum score=9, maximum score=36. The higher the score, the better the
characteristic was performed.
a.b.c Means with different superscripts are significantly different at p=O.OOO.
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Goou
n=60

Videotapes
Fair
n=60

Poor
n=58

Table 6. EFRT tool individual item score after viewing thn::e 24-hour food recall
interviews.
Characteristic

Did NEA prepare homemaker? 1.2±0.4 1.9±O.8 3.2±O.9

How weI} did NEA avoid using approval or
disapproval?

1. 2±O.5 I.O±Q.2 3.4±Q.6

Did NEA avoid getting "off track"

Did NEA use proper tool~ and visuals?

Did NEA ask open-ended questions?

Did NEA relate food to acti vity?

Did NEA include added ingredients?

Did NEA avoid meal labeling?

Did NEA avoid 1eJding questions?

J.2±O.7 3.2±O.8 J.R±O.4

1.3±O.5 2.9±O.9 3.5±O.8

1.7+0.7 2.3±O.~ 3.5+0.7

1.3±O.6 2.5±O.9 ~.7±O.6

1.3±O.5 2.8±O.8 3.7±O.5

I.J±O.4 1.8±O.9 J.5±O.7

1.4±O.6 1.6±O.7 3.4±O.7

I=Needs improvement. 2=Fair. 3=Good, 4=Great job~
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Table 7. Spearman's correlations among EFRT lOol scores after viewing three 24-hour
food recall jnterviews.
Videotape
Poor

Fair

Fair
.52**

n=52
1.0

n=60

Good
.22

11=54
.46"*

n=56
"Spearman's rho is significant al p<O.I.
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Table 8. Jntrarater reliability of experts based on viewing same
videotaped 24-hour food recall interview twice I.

Viewing Videotape
Poor Fair
n=16 n=21

~---~~--

Il.2±1.9a 19.5±4.2 a

Good
n=lO

Second 13.6±2.2 a 20.4+3.8 "

i Values are means + standard deviation
<I.b Means with djffe~nt superscripts by viewing time are significantly
different using paired Hesl at p<O.O 1
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine if the Evaluation of Food Recall

Techniques (EFRT) tool could be used to accurately and reliably measure an

interviewer's ability to conduct an effective 24-hour food recall. The validity of the

EFRT was important because training and monitoring inlerviewers is crucial to increase

the accuracy of the recall (Barrett-Connor, 1991; Buzzard, 1994; Windsor et aI, 1994). If

the EFRT is not valid, it cannot be used to adequately determine interviewers' skiH level

in conducting a 24-hour food recall. For this study we used twu tools, the EFRT created

by Glenna Williams and Brenda Sheik, and the primary trait analysis tool produced for

this study.

The purpose of conducting the primary trait analysis was to have a compurison to

determine what cha.racteristics were needed for the EFRT toollO have conlent validity.

Content validity was determined by identifying characteristics needed to conduct an

effective 24-hour food recall interview and developing a primary trait analysis (PTA) tooJ

to measure those characteristics. The PTA W<lS also necessary for determining criterion

validity of the EFRT tool. To determine criterion validity scores of the EFRT tool would

score the interviews in a similar manner as the PTA. In addition, the two tools needed to

be used for evaluating identical interviews of known interviewer skill quality, and the

PTA was used to make sure the videotapes did portray the desired level of interview

skills.
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The videotaped interviews were necessary for two reasons. When using two tools

to determine criterion validity, the EFRT and PTA needed to be used to evaluate identical

interviews. In addition, when validating the EFRT tool, all of the experts needed to

evaluate identical interviews. By creating the videotaped interviews, we controlled the

variable of interview qual ity and produced uniform, consistent interviews.

While filming the fair interview the interviewer made an obviously judgmental

statement. The respondent reported eating a chicken sandwich from McDonald's. The

interviewer asked if the respondent had a grilled or fried chicken sandwich. When the

respondent answered, "fried" the interviewer replied, "Yuck, didn't you hear those stories

about the chicken head getting fried in the chicken McNuggets? Don't eat the fried

chicken at McDonald's." After this statement the respondent was much more distant than

earlier in the interview. The interviewer's statement could not be edited out of the

videotape, because without it, a person viewing it would not understand why the

respondent was suddenly so distant. This disapproving statement may have affected the

results of the study.

For the PTA, the reliability for the poor and fair interviews was greater than the

reliability for the good interview. This implies that when using the PTA the subjects

were more consistent when evaluating the interviewer's skills in the poor and fair

interviews than when evaluating the interviewer's skills in the good interview. This

could have been caused by fatigue while watching the good videotaped interview ( 17

minutes), as the good interview was ten minutes longer than the fair interview and 14

minutes longer than the poor interview. Each videotaped interview included portions

when the interviewer was writing down responses. As the interview quality increased,
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the length of time spent writing increased, because the interviewer acqulres more

information to record. This writing time increased the length of each interview and was

tedious to watch. However, it was important to show the interviewer writing the

responses since it is considered part of the interview. This was an important finding since

in a real-life situation a good 24-hour recall interview should take 20 minutes or more to

conduct (Lee and Nieman, 1996; Thompson and Byers. 1994; Wolperet aI, 1995).

PTA scores for the poor interview and scores for the fair interview correlated

{Table 2). The judgmental statement made by the interviewer during the fair interview be

the reason. This statement may have affected how that particular interview was evaJuated

by experts and made it difficult to differentiate between the fair and poor videotapes.

This may have lowered the reliability and validity of the fair videotape.

Even though the reliability for the good interview was relatively tow Cllnd the fair

and poor scores were correlated, the scores did differ significantly and scores were in the

expected ranges. Scores were lowest for the poor interview, intermediate for Lhe fair

interview, and highest for the good interview. The scores indicated thal {he videotaped

interviews were at the intended quality level and could be used for the EFRT validation

study.

For the EFRT toolLhe reliability for the good interview was greater than the

reli ubili ty for the fair and poor interviews. The rei iabi lity scores ind icated the experts

were more consistent when evaluating the good interview than when evaluating the poor

and fair interviews. These findings are in contrast with the reliability for the PTA 1001.

When using the PTA the reliability was lowest for the good interview, but when

using the EFRT reliability was highest for the good interview. For all three interviews
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the reliability of the primary trait analysis (PTA) was higher than the reliability of the

EFRT. The PTA was used to measure an interviewer's skill on 17 chanlcteri.'\tics. while

the EFRT was used to measure only nine characteristics. As the number of

characteristics measured increased, the reliability increased.

When using the Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques (EFRT) tool. scores from

the fair interview were correlated with scores from the poor interview and scores from the

fair interview were correlated with scores from the good interview (Table 7). These

results suggest that when using Ihe EFRT it was difficult for the expert.\; to differentiate

between the fair interview and the other interviews. However, the fUnCli()n of (he fair

interview was 10 be at a quaJity level between the poor and the good interviews.

Fortunately, the poor and good EFRT scores were not correlated, indicating that the

experts did not have a problem differentiating between the two.

The second hypothesis was that when the expert~ used the EFRT tool to evaluate

lhe interviewer's skill. scores would differ signific;)ntly, and ~L(lreS on the EFRT would

be higbe.~t for the good interview, in the mid-range for the fair interview, LInd lowest for

the poor interview. The .<;cores differed signific<.Intly and were in the expected range.

To determine intrarater reliability each expert viewed onc interview twice. and

evalualed the interviewer's skills using the EFRT. The third hypothesis was that for

each expert, the scores of the first viewing of each videotaped interview would differ

from the scores on the second viewing of the same interview. We rejected hypothesis

three for the poor inlerview and for the fair inlerview. The score'> did not differ

significantly between viewings which implies the scores between each viewing were

reliable and consistent. We failed 10 reject hypothesis three for the good videotaped
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interview. The scores of the first viewing of the good interview did differ significantly

from the scores on the second viewing.

The EFRT scores from the two viewings of the good interview did differ

significantly, but this may not be a concern. The good interview sample size was only

ten. The sample size was low because only one-third of the original sample of 81 was

assigned [0 view the good video twice. A disproportionate number of the experts who

viewed the good video twice either withdrew from the study or did not return two

complete EFRT tools. [n addition to the small sample size, although the scores did differ

significantly, both scores were in the expected range. In a real-world application this

variation may be insignificant.

It is possible the methods used for distributing and viewing videotaped interviews

may have affected the data. When using the PTA to evaluate the interviews, the

videotapes were sent home with the subjects and they had in their possession all three

videotaped interviews. All interviews were viewed within a few days of each olher. most

within 48 hours. In addition, even though the subjects were given instructions as to what

order tbe interviews should be viewed, there was no method of ensuring the subjects

followed instructions. In contrasl, when the experts used the EFRT, they had only one

videotaped interview in their possession. Videotapes were only sent in the order in which

they were to be viewed. The experts viewed the interviews with a break of several weeh

belween each videotaped interview.
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Limitations of the Study

The purposive and convenience sample may be a limitation. Subjects could chose

to participate, but know little about desirable characteristics of a 24-hour food recall

interview. This is probably a minor issue because 74% of subjects reported training other

personnel to conduct 24~hour food recaJi interviews. This could he beneficial because

through training they may know what a good interview should include. They may also be

accustomed to evaluating interviewers. Their experience may create more accurate

evaluations for this study that would generate more accurate data.

Another limitation was to use the fair videotaped interview. The judgment ...1

statement dud ng the interview may have affected how that panicular interview W<JS

evaluated and made it difficult to discriminate the difference between the fair videotape

and the olher two videotapes. The mistake could not be edited out of the videotape

because without il CI person would not understand why the relation~hip het ween the

interviewer and respondent had changed. After the sludy. if the experts choose [0 use the

interviews when training their personnel. the fair interview can he used to illu~;(rate how

one misrake can alter the inlerviewer-rcspondcnl relationship.

An additional limitation was duri ng the fi Im ing of the interviews the inLcrvi ewer

rarely Jost focus of the interview. For both the PTA und EFRT. keeping interview on

track is a desired characteristic. for all three interviews on both tools the quest ion

regarding foclis had consistently high scores.

The effect of viewing order was not considered in this ~tudy, To compare the

scores based on viewing order, the sample would have needed to be much larger. Had it
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been possible, it would have been interesting to analyze how scores on both the EFRT

and PTA varied with viewing order.

We had two subject populations, bUI each population only used one eva.luation

1001. Each subject used only the PTA or EfRT. not both. We did not have Ihe students

use the EFRT because when we conducted phase one of the study we needed a quick and

easy validation of the videotaped interviews. The experts did nol use the PTA because

we did not realize how valuable thaI data could be until after the study was concluded.
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CHAPTER VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

To increase reliability and to obtain more detailed food recall uata Ihe EFRT

should include additional items. For this study the primary trail analysis (PTA) measures

an interviewer's skill on 17 items, while the EFRT measures only nine items. The

reliability of the PTA was slightly higher than the rdiability of the EFRT because

multiple items on a composite measurement improve reliability (SChutl, 19(9). R<lthcr

than asking if the interviewer used visual aids, Ihe EFRT should include at least one

question about the type of visunl aid used. Ilems should be included to address how food

was prepared, the precise names (or brand names) of foods. or jf food was commercially

prepared. An ilem should be included to address portion size.

On the EFRT the item. "Wns overall food recall accurate?" ~hould hL: deleted.

Unless the interviewer i~ in training and the respondent hCJs bc~n given a precise list of all

foods eaten, the evaluator wilJ have no idea of what i<.; ncces~ary 10 he considered

llccurate. Without compaflson to a more rrecise food intake melhod. no 24·hour food

recnll interview can be considered accurale (Howat el ai, J994; OJcndzki ci aL 1999; Tran

el ai, 2000).

To reduce confusion of the EFRT tool the format should be changed. On the

currenl EFRT most subjects did nOI answer the yes/no ilem. The item Wi.I.C; conrusing

because it required the user to circle a choice, rather than check a box. All items should

have the same formal.
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The fair videotaped interview included the negative comment about the

respondent's lntake of fried food items. For training purposes the fair videotaped

interview can be used to show how one mistake can alter the relationship between the

interviewer and respondent. Trust and rapport are important to reduce intentional

misreporting (10M, 2000; Windsor et aI, 1994 Wolper et al. 1995). Trust can be ea."i1y

broken by one disapproving statement.

The EFRT was created to be a quick and easy method of evaluating an

interviewer's 24-hour food recall skill; it does not require previous training to use. The

tool is designed to be used with the The 24-Hour Recall III-Service TraininR Program,

but could be used in other situations. The EFRT could be extremely useful in teaching

trainees to evaluate interviews. lf the evaluator were trained in using the tool. the

evaluation would be more reliable and accurate. The tool could be used 10 train or

educate students in college level nutrition assessment courses. The tool would be an

acceptable example for developing tools for evaluating other skills. The tool would be

very useful in producing numeric data to monitor the effectiveness of a particular

interviewer over multiple interviews or the effectiveness of a 24-hour rccull interview

training program. For personnel manager~, the 1001 could be usee! tor personnel decisions

such as performance reviews. Current trends are to conduct interviews over the phone or

one paraprofessional simultaneously interviews a group. The EFRT tool could be

adapted to evaluale a telephone or group interview, but it should be validated before

being used in that capacity (Casey et ai, 1999). The multiple pass method of interviewing

is considered more accurate than a siogle pass interview. This form does not address any

aspect of the multiple pass interview, and would nOI be an appropriate evaluation tool.
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The EFRT, PTA and videotaped interviews could be used for fu rther research. If

a large enough population sample could be acquired, the affect of viewing order on EFRT

or PTA score should be investigated. In addition, one population could view the

interviews using both the EFRT and PTA. This study could be repeated, with a revised

version of the fair interview, omitting the negative statement about the respondent's

intake. The tool should be validated for either group or telephone interviews. The tool

could be adjusted and validated for multiple pass interviews.

The purpose of this study was to validate a tool to used to evaluate a

paraprofessional's ability to conduct an effective 24-hour recall interview. Although the

reliability is somewhat limited, the Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques is valid. It

should only be used to measure the ability of a paraprofessional to perform a face-to-face

24-hour food recall interview for one individual.
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Institutional Review Goard

P,Olocol Expucs: 6/G102
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X:.I~ryn K(;m

~2' H~S

5'.....1<",. OK 7401e

..

Oe3rPI

Yow IRB appk."ltion t(!eI&~c.e<l aoove ha~ been approved rOt one:: calendar year, Please make nole of lhe
cxp"al,oo dale IndIcated aoove, It is llIe judgment 01 Ihe reVle ...el~ \hall/le nghts and wella'e or IndMdu81~
who ""'y tle asked 10 pan,r:.ipale in Ihis Sludy will be respecle~. anclll\.11 the lese arch will be ~ndUded in ..
mar,net conSlSlcn( Wllh Ihe IRB requ,remems as ou(J,ne<1 in sedran 45 CFR 46,

AS Pllflopal Investigalor, if IS yout responSlbjlily 10 do Ihe (allowing,

ConduCl Ihis study exactly as il has been approved. Any mo(Uflcalions 10 Ihc resoarch prOlocol
mu;t be sutlll'.:::>d v~lh I:'>e app'cpnate S1gnaJures fOf IRe approval.

2 SubmIt a tequesl lorc:ontinYal"Xl it 1M study ex1Cf1ds beyond \he epl'foval period 01000 ""lcnd3t ~ar.
This conlinuafiCln must receive IRB review and approval before the rOl>e3cctl can conlinue.

3 "cpOrl any adverse events 10 Ihe IRB Cha,r j)fomplly AdVCIse even!s are U1~ whlo;h arc
Ufl3nl'Dpaied and impad the $ubJcds dunng 1M course 01 this cesearcJ1, and

4, Notify \tic InB o(~c.e in writing when youl research prOled is complete,

fll'=3se nole lh'l app<overJ projeCls a'" subled 10 mofllloting by lhe IRa. If you h:lvC questions aboul the IRO
procedures or need ~ny assistance r'om !he Doal'd. plcase contact Sharon 6ad\l~r. l/'lc F'J(eC\J~\lc Secrelary 10
!Ile IRO,'n 20:> WI1.ilehursl tphone' 405·744,5700, st:llcher@olr.slale.cdU),

~~
C.:Jrol Olson. Chair
Inslilu\.lonal RellffiW Boald
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P"'ircb IT""f be~ b<)' tr>e U InUllulioNI~ 6OitG.
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Primary Trait Analysis of Intervifwer Characteristics

Covers 24 Hours Yes
- INo

r
Interviewer introduces sdf. ,
Interviewer explained purpose of
interview.
Interviewer explained the imp0rlance

-

of reportin~ actual intake.
-

I ntervi ewer Characteristics Usually Occasionally Rarely Does Not
Performs Performs Performs Perform

Interviewer does not verbally or
nonverbally indicClte any approval or
disapproval of the re~pondent's

answer.
- ---

lnterviewer guides the respondent
through the interview using open-
ended questions, without suggesting
responses.

Interviewer uses verbal questions and
visual cues to help respondent
remember what foods were eClten.

I

Interviewer asks ilbout .activities
performed during the dlly to improve
memory of foods e;den.

Interviewef oblilinS ,"'slirn.ltcs of the
portion size of foods that WNl! eah.:n.

------- --~---------f--_.

Interviewer \I~5 two-dimensional
visual aids to help Ihe respondenl
visualize the type of {oDd t',llen ilnd
portion size consumed. The mod<;+;
shoulrl realistic'lily rl'pre~C'nt food 0r

Iportion sizes.

--1----- IInterv iewer useS three-dimensional
visual aids to help the respondent
visuillize the type of food and porlion I

sizes consumed. The models should I

---~realisticillly represent food Of portion i .
Sizes. I _____1.-

Continued other side.
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Primllry Trai t Analysis or Intcrvicwet'" Chamclerislics

Interviewer u~s measuring cups,
measuring spoons, common size
plates, bowls or drinking g!<lsst."S to
help the respondent I?Slimate
portion size.
Interviewer asks the specific name
of foods that were ~"ten, <lnd
clarifies th<l t the interviewer Clnd
respondent Clre
visunl izinglconceptu;J!izmg the
Snme food.

---

Interviewer obtains brand namE'S

of foods that were 11.01 prepared
from il home recipe, incJudmg
n<lmes of restaurants where foods
mi~ht have been purchased. ..-
rnterviewer asks how foods were
prepared lind asks what cooking
methods (bake, fry, [?ow) were
used.
Interviewer asks what was added

, to foods before eating.
Interviewer keeps interview
focused and on track.
Interviewer avoids meal labeling
unless done by the respondent.
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Interview Script Given to Actress
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remember all the dnnks ,lnd candy and
gum you ale during Ihe day?

Poor Interview
Interviewer Respondent
Hi. I'm going to a"k you about what you

-
Ok.

ate yesterday.
What did you eat for breakfast yesterday'? GiI'es an.nver, ITllerl'ie\-l't'r quickly writes

down answer on pad in laj).
Asks one probing question about an5wer Gives aJ/swer, Inlerviewer writes response
given. ~pad.- -
Did you eal anything between breakfast Gives one word answer.
and lunch?
What did you eat? Give brief. one or two word answer.

Interviewer writes down response.
You ate fru It for a snack? That's a great
snack~ Good job!
Where did you go for lunch? Gives aJlSI~·er. doesn't hot/ler Iv correct

t./s.wJ11ptifIJ/ ({ nece.HWY

Gives shocked look at meJltion of
restauraJlI name. Tells story ahout
restaurant interviewee mentions.
After a few minutes asks about I,rhal IV{/S Gives an.~we,.. Imerl'iewer quickly writ!::.\"
ewen down answer.

r- - ,-- ..-
Interviewer does not ask specific questio/7s

Iabout "lunch ". I

What did you have for dinner? I Gilll'S hriel~1Jl.l"lI'er, Ill/uP/ewer w~'i'n
down (lll.nl/et".

1------ ----
Reaches into hal? nenrfeet, pu.lls oil/poor Gives answer, Interviewer writes down.

.Ifwd modI!!. Was the food you ate ahout
this ~ize or was it bigger?

------IYou added something fO your food at the Gi ves <.Joswcr, Int~ryicweUluickly writes
lable didn'l yOLl?

I

I down answer.

--
After dinner did you eal popcorn or chips Give.l· un.Hller, Inlf'rvielvl:f quickly wrift't

or anything while you watched Iv? down llllswer. --.---
YOli know how many calories are in a hag
of microwave popcorn?! Especially if iI's
thaI "movie theater butter" kind; that sluff
will kill you. .-

Ok, did we forgeL <lnylhing? Did you , think so.

Good. Then we're done here. Il was nice
10 meet you. Se~'-----.L·o~u:::....:.n:..::e:.::x:..:.I..:I.:.:jI.:,:n.:::.c.:.... ---l ~____.J
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down (//IJ\A,. C/.

Gives answer, Interviewer wriles down.

Fair Inteniew
Interviewer Re~ndent

Hi. My name is Krista, and 1'm going to Ok.
- -----

ask you about what you ate yesterday. It's
really important that tell me what you ate.
What was the first thing you ate when you Gives answer, 11l{('rvicwer writes dOH'1I

got up? allSwer Ol!...E.lld in lap.
Asks one probing question about answer Give,\· Ollswer, lntervie\~'cr wriTes rt'spOl1se
given. on pod.

-

Did you drink anything with that?
-.._-

Gives one word wl.n\-'er.
What did you drink? I Gives one or two word answer.

Interviewer writes ~~wn rc~onsc.
------

What did you do next? Did you go to Giv~s an.nver, IJ!ten'iewer Wrill'S rC,I'pOIlSf'
work, get in the shower? What did you <..Io? on pad.
Did you eat or drink anything while you Gives answer, Interviewer writes response
were doing that? on pad.
Shnws approval ahoU( wharever a"slVer
interviewee Rives.

- -
Where was the next thing you did? 1 had LUI/ch at {( re,\!Wlf"(IlIt.
Whot restaurant. and whal did you have? Gives answer, Inlen,jewer \vrites response

on !>nd. -_._----
Gives shocked look 01 mention of
restaurant /lame. Tells S(OIY ahoul
res/(wranl interviewee menlions.
A](er a few mill/ltes t.Hks specUh· questions Giv('s OIlSII't'r, II/[I'rvinver quirkly writes
ahout ~l'!lat was eaten dowlI rll1,\\ ...·er.

f-. - ---

Interviewer pulls from tinder pad {j jJa!'e r Gives answer, 11I[(:'(I';e\\'('r writes r£'sIJlJfl,\'{'
with I)()or two dimens;ollal pictll(('''' of 1m pac/.
foods. Was your food bigger than [hi" I
smaller than this, about the same size?

f----

Gives brief answer. Interviewer writ(:'sWhat did you have for dinner?

i Reaches into bug near feet. pI/LIs Utl[ f:ood
food model. Was the food you ate about
this size or was it bigger or ~_m_a_I_Ie_r_? r-----=
You added saIl 10 your food at the table Gives answer. Interviewer quickly writes
didn't ou? down an~w(;;r.-=--....:.:.......:.-._-----------
After dinner did you eat popcorn or chip~ Gives annver, blfervil'wer quickly writes
or an thin while ou watched TV? dow/1 (7I1.1'wer.--'-----------
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Fair Interview Continued
You know how many calories are in a bag
of microwave popcorn?! Especially if it's
that "movie thealer butler" kind; that stuff
will kill you. --------
Ok, did we forgel anything? Did you I think so.
remember aJi the drinks and candy LInd
gum you ate during the day?
What if anything did you eat during the Gives answer, interviewer writes rt'spV1'lse

night? 011 pad. --
Did you get up at the same time this I don' t understand the question.
morning that you got up yesterday?
Yesterday you said you got up about 10:30. Yes I did.
did you gel up at J0:30 today?
Good. Then we're done here. It was nice
to meet you. See you n~xt time.
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Good Interview
..-

Interviewer Respondent
Hi. My name is Krist;]. and I'm going to Ok.
tlsk you about what you ate yesterday. It's
really important that tell me what you ate.
The information I collect today will be
compared to the information Jcollect in
iHlother interview. I'll do the other
interview after you allend nutrition classes.
I don'l need this information to Jook at
what you're e3ting, but to look at how
things change after nutritIon education.
This interview i~ whal we call "baseline"
information, --------
What was the fir~[ thing you ate or drank Gil'es answer, Inrerviewer writes dml'll
when you got up? answer on pad i/1 lap.
Asks al least one probing questlon about Gives l/T1.\'lVer, lnrervie\1.-'cr wrires resjJoJlse

I each item mentioned. Oil pad.
What did Y2u do next? Gives (lnswer.
What, if anything, did you eat or dri nk Gives answer, Interviewer writes response
while you were doing thaI? on pad.
Where was the next thing you did? ] had l/lnrh at a resrl/Lmmr.-----
What restaurant. ;'\od what did you have? Gives (/JlSH)er, lnrervie~·'er writes rnjJonse

on pad.
Asks (/1 Je{/.~t olle prohinp, questioJ1 ahOIl!

f'{/ch item Jnl'mioned. .
Jl1te rvil!\~'er pulls from hOJ; n('or feci Ihe Poill(s to all(' of till: J,jell/res.
J.:()od 20 piC(l/re,r of}()ods Which one of
the.,e piclUres look.,; closest to the sile of
the food you ate? _.-----
W;lS your food bigger th<.Jn this. smaller Dives (jfls~.... t'r.
than this. ahout the same siz.e?
Could you show me with your hands about DemonsTrales (I circle with hallds.

how big it_~~s? Iflterv;t:wer wrill's this down --
_What ~id you do next? Gives lJll.\')ve r.

-
What, if anylhing, did you cat or drink Gives answer. Interviewer writes response
while you were dOing that? on pad. _._. -
Asks aT lellH one pmhinR quesrioJl aho{(r Answers each qut'stion, Interviewer wrile.\·

each item mel/tioned .. il1/ reSPOIlSl'S 0/1 pod.

Reaches into btlR near Iet't. pulls' our good Give" amower. Interviewer writes down.

food model. Was the food you ale about
this <;i7_e or was it bigger or smaller?
What wa<; lhe next thingJou did? Gives answer. --.
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Good Interview Continued
What. if anything. did you eal Of drink Gil'es answer, Jlltt'fI';ewer quickly writes
while you were doing that? t!lJIVII l111SlI'er.

What. if anything. did i:Idd to your food al Gives answer. Intefviewer quickly writes
the table? down ;\nswer.
What was the next thing you did? Gives answer.,---
What. if anything, did yOll eat or drink Giw;,s (lI/SI ....a, !Ilten.'ic:w{;'r quickl.'t' writes
while you were doing that'? dowll aJlswer.

I What if anything did you cat during the Gives WISH'fr, llllcrl'iel\'er wrires re.\pOJH('

night? ... Oil pad.
Did you get up at the same time Ihis I don't understand the question.
morning that you ,got up yesterday?
Yeslerday you said you got up about 10:30, Yes I did.
did you get up nt 10: 30 tod(}y?
Ok, did we forget anything? em you think 1can't think of any thing.
of anything we might helve forgollen during
the day? -- -----

--
Then we're done here. II was nice to meet
you. See you nexl time.
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DOCUMENTATION FOR WRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT

Validation of Videotapes

I, , hereby authorize or direct Dr. Kathryn S. Keim and Krista
Hamilton. or associates their choosing, to perform the following treatment or procedure,

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH

This study is to validate videol<lpes to be used (or Validatio/l ojan Insrnlmmllo Measure
Paraprofessionals' AbiJiry to Conduct (I 24-hour Fond Recall. The study involves research and is
being conducted through Oklahoma State Uni ....ersily Department of Nutritional Sciences and
Cooperative Extension Service. The principle inve~tigator is Krista Hamilton, graduate student in
the Depart men! of NutritionaI Sciences, The purpose of the val id3tion study is \0 evaluate
videotaped interviews.

Procedure
1. View 10-15 mi nute segments of three videos of 24-hou r food recal I in lerv iews.

2. Evaluate the videotaped interviewer's skills using the provided primary trait analysis 1001.

3. Retum all materials (0 investigators.

Duration of subject's participation
To view and evaluate all three videos will take 30-60 minutes.

Confidentiality of records
Subjcct~' n<lmcs will only be wr;nen on this consent form. No namcs will appear on <lny forms or
in any reports

Possible discomforts or risks
There are no anticipated discomforts or risk" due to p<.lrticipation in the present slUJy.

Possible benefits for SUbjects/society
By conducting this study we will collect data to help NutritIon Education Assi.slants perform
more effective 24-hour food recall interviews. By improving interview techniques. food intake
daw and program evaluation data will be more accurate and valid.

I undersland lhat participation is voluntary and that I will nol be penalized if I choose not
to participate. I also understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and end my
participation in this project at any time without penalty after r notify the project director.
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-
For further information regarding:

Research: Krista Hamilton, Department of Nutritional SCiences, 425 HES, Oklahoma
State UniversIty, Stillwater. OK. 74078. Phone: 405-624-8296 e-mail:
hamiItk@okstate.edu

Research subjects' rights and additional information: Institutional Review Board,

Sharon Bacher, IRB Executive Secretary, Oklahoma State University, 203
Whitehurst, Stillwater, OK 74078. Phone: 405-744-5700

I have read and fUlly understand the consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily.

Dale: _ Time: (a.mJp.m)

Signed: _

Signature of SUbject

I certify that I have personally explained all elements of this form to the subject before
requesting the subject to sign it.

Signed:
Project director or authorized representalive
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Instructions to Subjects for Validation of
Videotaped Interviews: Version 1
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Octoher I, 100 I

Dear Participant:

Thank you for partIcipating In this study. This re,carch is being ~onducted through Oklahoma
State University ~partm~nl of ~utritional Sciences and Cooperative Ex.tension SCT\·i(;~. The
purpose of the research is to evaluate videotaped interviews of 24-hour food recalls.

The packet you hiwe received today contams several items. After yOll have viewed allthrl:c
videos. please rdum alillems co Dr. Keirn.

I) An informed consent form: This details all informal ion regarding confidentiality. possible
risks and benefits to society. Jt also gives informatlon on who to contact regarding thl$
study. Please sign this form and immediately return it to Dr. Keirn.

2) Three videos: E.lch video is laheled with a leuer and color.
:\) Three evall1atioll forms: Each form is labekd with a leiter and color.

Please view each video in the following order:

-------
Video Tape ~-Black Label Primilry Trait Analysis FnTTl2.W-Grey Paper
Video Tape r-Bluc Label Primary Trait Analysi~ form F-Blue Paper

---

Video Tape Q-Orange Label Primary Trait Analysis Form Q-Orange Paper

After you view each Video, cvaluare the interVIewer by compleling the corresponding form.

After completIng the evaluar"lon, please return all m<Jterials. including the vidcott.lpes within 7
days [0 Dr. Keirn.

fr you have questions, plelJse contact Krista Hamdton (918-296-3153. evenings;
hamilrk@okstale.~~du),or Kathryn S. K~im (4m-744-8291. kkathry@okstatc.edll).

Thank yOll (or helping.
Sincerely.

Krista Hillnilton
Graduilte Sludent
Nutrit iona! Sciences

Kathryn S. Keim
As~istan{ Prof~ssor

Nutritional ScienL'C~

Glenna WilliJlnS
Coordinator
CNEP/FCS
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Videotaped Interviews: Version 2
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October I. 200 I

Dear Participant:

Thank you for participating in this study. This research is bei ng conducted through Oklahoma
State University Department of Nutritional Sciences and Cooperative Extension Service. The
purpose of the research is to evaluate videotaped interviews of 24-hour food recalls.

The packet you have received today contains several items. After you have viewed all three
videos, please return all items to Dr. Keirn.

1) An informed consent form: This details all information regarding confidentiality, possible
risks and benefits to society. It also gives information on who to contact regarding this
study. Please sign this form and immediately return it to Dr. Keirn.

2) Three videos: Each video is labeled with a letter and color.
3) Three evaluation forms: Each form is labeled with a letter and color.

Please view each video in the following order:

Video Tape F--Blue Label Primary Trait Analysis FOIm F-Blue Paper
Video Tape Q-Orange Label Primary Trait Analysis Form Q-Orange Paper
Video Tape W-Black Label Primary Trait Analysis Form W-Grey Paper

After you view each video, evaluate the interviewer by completing the corresponding form.

After completing the evaluation, please return all materials, including the videotapes within 7
days to Dr. Keirn.

If you have questions. please contact Krista Hamilton (9 I8-296-3153, evenings;
hamiltk@okstate.edu), or Kathryn S. Keim (405-744-8293, kkathry@okstate.edu).

Thank you for helping.
Sincerely,

Krista Hamilton
Graduate Student
Nutritional Sciences

Kathryn S. Keirn
Assistant Professor
Nutritional Sciences

Glenna Williams
Coordinator
CNEP/FCS
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Instructions to Subjects for Validation of
Videotaped Interviews: Version 3
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October I. 200 I

Dear Participant:

Thank you for participating In this study. This research is being conducted through Oklahoma
State University Department of Nutritional Sciences and Cooperative Extension Service. The
purpose of the research is to evaluate videOlaped interviews of 24-hour food recall~.

The packet you have received today contains stver<'ll items. After you have vie\ved all three
videos. please return all items to Dr. Keirn.

1) An informed consent foml: This delai Is all Information regarding confidentiality, possible
risks and benefits to society. It also gives information on who to contact regarding Ihis
study. Please sign this form and immediately return it to Dr. Keirn.

2) Three videos: Each video is labeled with a leIter and color.
3) Three evaJuation forms: Each form is Iabe led with a letter and color.

Please view each video in the following order:

Video Tape Q-Orange Label Primary Trait Analysis Form Q-Orange Paper
Video Tape W-Black Label Primary Trait Analysis Form W--Grey Paper
Video Tape F----Blue Label Primary Trait Analysis Form F-Blue Paper

After you view each video, evaluate the interviewer by completing the corresponding form.

Afler completing the evaluation, please return all materials, including the videotapes. within 7
days to Dr. Keim.

If you have questions. please conract Krisra Hamil ton (918-296-3153. evenings;
hamiltk@okstate.edu). or Kathryn S. KeIrn (405-744-8293. kk:..tthry@okslalc.euu).

Thank you for helping.
Sincerely,

Krista Hamilton
Gradu<lte Student
NutritIOnal Sciences

Kathryn S. Keim
Assistant Professor
Nutritional Sciences

Glenna Williams
Coord i113 Ior
CNEP/FCS
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«Subject_Name»
«Address»
«Address_2»
«City». «State» «Zi p»

April I, 2001

Dear «SubjeccName»,

We would like to take this opportunity to request your help in a study to be conducted at
Oklahoma State University. You were selected because you are a member of the «Division»
Division of the Society for Nutrition Education. The 24-Hour Food Recall In-Service Training
Program was developed by OSU Cooperative Extension Service. The purpose of the program is
to train Nutrition Education Assistants (NEA's) to conduct a through 24-hour food recall. The
program consists of an instructional video and accompanying booklet. At the end of the booklet
is a tool to evaluate the NEA's food recaJI skills. The purpose of the present study is to validate
the NEA 24-hour food recall skill level evaluation tool.

Subjects who volunteer for this study wi IJ be asked to view four videotapes of 24-hour food recall
interviews and use the evaluation tool to evaluate the interviewers 24-hour recall skills. Each
videotape is approximately 60 minutes in length. The tapes will be sent to you one at a time. The
minimum time involvement is 12 weeks. Time involvement is dependent on how quickly
videotapes are reviewed and returned. Please see attached proposed schedule for more
information.

If you choose to participate, the first of four evaluation packets will be mailed to you
after you return the enclosed consent form and complete the demographic information
form. Each packet will consist of a videotape of an interview and an evaluation tool. If
you would like to participate, please return the signed consent form and demographic
information form in the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope.

If you have questions, please contact Krista Hamihon (405-624-8296, evenings;
hamiltk@okstate.edu), or Kathryn S. Keirn (405-744-8293, kkathry@okstate.edu).

Thank you for hel pi ng.
Sincerely,

Krista Hamilton
Graduate Student
Nutritional Sciences

Kathryn S. Keim
Assistant Professor
Nutritional Sciences

Glenna Williams
Associate Professor
Cooperative Extension
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Schedule of Subject's Involvement
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Schedule of Subject' ~ Involvement

Materials will be sent eight mailing days after materials from previous step have been
returned

Step 1

Step2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

Step 10

Step J 1

Step 12

Step 13

Step 14

Step 15

Recruitment packet mailed to ~uhjects

Subjects return signed consent and demographic information form

Video # 1and evaluation lool sent to subject

Video # I with participant

Video #1 returned

Video #2 and evaluation tool sent to subjects

Video #2 with participant

Video #2 returned

Video #3 and evaluation tool sent to subjects

Video #3 with participant

Video #3 returned

Video #4 and eval ual ion tool scnt to subjects

Video #4 with participant

Video #4 returned

Any necessary [ollow-up: send all videos to participants to keep
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Demographic Information Form
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Subject" _ Subject Name _
Name will be removed after number is assigned

Demographic Information

I. Your employment status is best described as ... Circle one Jetter.
a. Full-time
b. Part-time
c. Retired
d. Not employed, Go to question 4.

2. Which of the following best describes the settings in which you spend your work
time? Please circle all senings where you spend at least 20% of your work time.

a. Community/public health facility or organization
b. Acutc~care facility
c. Long-tenn care facility
d. Home care agency
e. School foodservice operation
f. College/university foodservicc
g. Commercial food~ervice operation
h. Ambulatory/outpatient clinic or office
J. Pharmaceutical company
J. Manufacturer/distributor/retailer
k. College/university faculty
1. Cooperati ve ex len sio n or other non-formal education
m. HMO, physician or other healthcare provider
n. Pri vate practice/primari Iy individual client counse ling
o. Consultation. primarily to healthcare facilities
p. Consultation. primarily to other organizations/industries/media
q. Olhcr (please specjfy)

3. Please circle the job functions which best describe where you spend at kasl 20% of
your work time. Circle all that apply.

a. Public health/community nutrition
b. Higher education
c. Research
d. Nutrition Education
e. Clinical services
f. Foodservices
g. Public/commercilll food~erviccs

h. Well ness/disease prevention
I. Sales/marketing or product development
J. Personnel training
k. Nutrition information/communication
J. Other (please specifyJ _

Continued on other side.
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4. Please circle the highest degree earned. Circle one letter.
a. Associates degree(s)
b. Bachelor'~ degrec(s)
c. Master's degree(s)
d. Doctoral degree(s)
e. Other _

5. Please select [he area(s) that best describers) the focus of your cont.inuing professional
education. Please circle all that apply.

a. Community nutrition
b. Research
c. Foodservices
d. Clinical nutrition
e. Foods/food science
1'. Management
g. Adult Education
h. Education
1. Other

6. Which of the following best describes your job position? PlcLise cirde alllhat apply.
Zl. Resident faculty at a university
b. Cooperative extension faculty at the state level
c. Cooperative extension facuJty at the county level
d. Does not apply

7. How often do you conduct 24-hour recall interviews? _
Please provicJe the unit of

time.

8, Are you responsible for training personnel to do 24-hour food recall inlerviews?
Circle one Jetter.

a. Yes
b. No

9. When the study is over, would you like to have copies of all sample interviews?
Circle one letter.

a. Yes
b. No

10. For the study would you prefer the interviews in CD or VHS format? Circle one
letter.

a. CD
b. YHS
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DOCUMENTATION FOR lVRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT
VaJidation of Evaluation Tool

I, • hereby authorize or direct Dr. Kathryn S. Keim and Krista
Hamilton, or associates their choosing, to perform the following treatment or procedure.

Description of research

The name of the project is Validation of an Instrument to Measure Paraprofessionals'
Ability to Conduct a 24-hour Food Recall. The study involves research and is being
conducted through Oklahoma State University. The principle investigator is Krista
Hamilton, graduate student in the Department of Nutritional Sciences. The purpose of
the research is to validate a to tool to evaluate 24-hour recall interview techniques.

Procedure
1. View four videos of 24-hour food recall interviews. The subject will have in his or
her possession only one video at a time. One video will be viewed twice.

2. Evaluate the videotaped interviewer's skills using the provided evaluation 1001. The tool is a
one-page form. There are 10 dimensions to evaluate.

3. Return all materials to investigators.

Duration of subject's participation
To view and evaluate each video will take approximately 60 minutes. The full length of the study
is dependent on how quickly materials are retumed to the investigators. The mi ninlu In ti me
involvement is 12 weeks.

Confidenliality of records
Only subject numbers will be written on materials returned frolll sl\bject.~. The key thaI Illatches
the subject number with the name amI audress will be kept in II 10ckeJ file urawer ill lhe
investigators office. All tracking will use subject numhcr. No names will arrear in ;:lnY reports.

Possible discomforts or risks
There are no anticipated discomforls or risks due lo participation in the present study.

Possible benefits for sUbjec1s/society
By conducting this study we will collect data to help Nutrition F.Alucation As.~islanls perform
more effective 24-hour food recall interviews. By improving interview techniques, food intake
data and program evaluation data will be more accurate and VLllid.

I understand that participation is voluntary and that I will not be penalized if I choose not
to participate. I also understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and end my
participation in this project at any time without penalty after I notify the project director.

Continued other side.
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For further information regarding:

Research: Krista Hamilton, Department of Nutritional Sciences, 425 HES, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater, OK, 74078. Phone: 405-624-8296 a-mail:
hamiItl< @okstate.edu

Research subjects' rights and additional contact: Institutional Review Board, Sharon
Bacher, IRB Executive Secretary Oklahoma State University, 203 Whitehurst, Stillwater,
OK 74078. Phone: 405-744-5700

I have read and fully understand the consent lonm. I sign it freely and voluntarily.

Oale: _ Time: (a.m./p.m)

Sjgned: ~ _

Signature of Subject
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Order of Viewing Videotaped Interviews
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b S b" N hd [o d fV"r er 0 lewmg 1 eOlapel ntervleWs IV U llect umer
Subject
Number A B C 0 Tape 4

._-
1 good fair Ipoor 4 Igood
2 fair poor 4qood fair
3 poor 41good fair Ipoor
4 4 good ~air poor Iqood-
5 good fair poor 4 fair
6 fair poor 4good poor
7 Ipoor 4good fair qood
8 4qood fair poor fair
9 Igood fair Ipoor 4 poor-

10 fair poor 4qood good
11 Ipoor 41Qood fair fair
12 4good fair poor poor
13 good fair Ipoor 4 good
14 fair Ipoor 4:Qood fair
15 poor 41good fair poor
16 41qood fair poor good
17 iQood fair Ipoor 4 4air

181 fair Ipoor 4qood poor
19 poor 41good fair Iqood
20 41qood fair poor fair
21 :qood fair Ipoor 4 Ipoor

-
22 fair Ipoor 4qood Igood
23 Ipoor 41qood fair fair

-."

24 4Igood fair poor poor--
25 good fair Ipoor 4 good

261 fair Ipoor 4good fair-----
27 poor 41good fair poor
28 41qood fair poor good
29 1 Igood fair Ipoor 4 fair
30 fair Ipoor 4good poor
31 Ipoor 41qood fair Igood
32 41good fair lPoor fair
33\

-- _._~--~ -

Igood ,fair Ipoor 4 Ipoor
34 fair !poor 41good Igood
35 Ipoor 41qood fair fair
36 4iqood fair Ipoor Ipoor
37 Igood fair poor 4 Iqood
38 fair Ipoor 41qood fair
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Order of Viewing Videotaped Interviews by Subject Number

39 poor 41good fair poor

40 41good fair poor good
41 Igooq fair Ipoor 4 fair
42 fair Ipoor 4 good poor
43 poor 41good fair good
44 41good fair poor fair

I 45 Igood fair Ipoor 4 Ipoor
I 46 fair Ipoor 4good Igood

47 poor 41good fair fair
48 41good fair poor Ipoor
49 Igood fair Ipoor 4 Igood
50 fair poor 4qood fair
51 Ipoor 4good fair Ipoor
52 4good fair poor Igood
53 Igood fair Ipoor 4 fair
54 fair poor 4:good Ipoor
55 poor 41good fair Igood
56 41good fair poor fair
57 Igood fair Ipoor 4 Ipoor
58 fair Ipoor 4good Igood
59 poor 4qood fair fair
60 4qood fair poor Ipoor
61 poor 4 good fair Igood
62 fair poor 4 good fair

I 63 good fair poor 4 Ipoor
-----

64 4qood fair poor Igood
65 poor 4 good fair fair

--

66 fair poor 4 good Ipoor
67 qood fair poor 4 Igood
68 ~!good fair poor fair
69 poor 4qood fair [poor
70 fair poor 4good igood

- ._--
71 good fair poor 4 fair
72 41qood fair poor poor I

73 poor 4good fair good
74 fair poor 4 good fair
75 good fair poor 4 poor --
76 41good fair poor Qood
77 fair 4~qood fair fair
78 fair Ipoor 41good poor-- ~,
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Order of Viewing Videotaped Interviews by Subject Number
79 oood fair poor 4 Igood
80 41Qood fair Ipoor ~air

81 poor 4:Qood ~air poor
I 82 fair Ipoor 4 good qood

83 oood fair poor 4 air

I 84 41000d fair poor poor
85 poor 41qood fair Qood
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Evaluation of Food Recall Techniques Tool
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EVALUATION OF FOOD RECALL TECHNIQUES

COVERAGE
---

Yes No

Did food R<'call cover a 24-hour period?

PREPARATION Great Good Fair Needs
Did NEA prepare homemaker before Food job! improve
Reca II?(ex pla ining pu rpose, import<lnee 0 r r~pofl ing whal

-ment
was actually eatcn, pUlting homemaker at case)

APPROVALIDISAPPROVAL
How well did NEA avoid showing approval or disapproval
or food through word of facial expre!>~ions Juri ng food
recall?
FOCUS
Did NEA avoid getting "off (rack" during interview') If so,
was she able to refocus interview?
USE OF TOOLSNISUAL$
Did NEA usc proper (ools and visuals to con Ii rm serving

, ')
SI7.CS,

USE OF QUESTIONS
Did NEA ask oren-ended queslions?

--- - -------- --
FOOD CONSUPTJON DURING ACTIVITY
Did interview questions relate rood consumrtion to activity'?
Ex, "Did you eal whiJc preparing food'! What did you eat
while watching TV? Did you cal llnything during the night?"

ADDED lNGREDIENTS
Did Food Recall include added ingredients (~alt, sugar, and
fat) and food preparation')
AVOID "I\JEAL LABELING"
Did NEA avoid ];]hding mt"illlypcS (brcakras(, lunch, dinner,
elc,) unless don.~ so by homemaker?
COMPLETION OF FORMS
Vo/<Js Food RCCllll form rrop~r1y allL! Ihoroughly compkli::U'!

ACCURACY
Was overall FooL! Recall interview accurate',)

AVOID "LEADING" QIJESiiONS
Did NEA avoid asking "leading" questions?

- -- - - - --1------1----

Total Score: - - - ---
X'\ X2 Xl XO

NOTES
Oren ended qucslionh) a~k.c:;d hy the NEA:

"Leading" qucstlon~asked by the NEA:

Additional Comment.'S:

- ---
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Instruction Letter Sent Wit11 Each
Videotaped Il1terview
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«SubjeccName»
«Address»
«Address_2»
«City», «State» «Zip»

April l, 200 I

Dear «Subject_Name»,

This is one of four videotaped interviews you have volunteered to evaluate. This study is
being conducted through Oklahoma State University Department 0 f Nutritional Sciences
and Cooperative Extension Service. The purpose of the research is to validate a tool used
to evaluate nutrition paraprofessionals 24-hour food recall interview skills. Please
complete the evaluation tool because your response will be very helpful in validating the
tool.

Please view the interview and rate the interviewer using the evaluation tool provided.

After completing the evaluation, please return all materials, including the videotape using
the self-addressed, stamped envelope.

If you have questions, please contact Krista Hamilton (405-624-8296, evenings;
hamiltk@okstate.edu), or Kathryn S. Keirn (405-744-8293, kkathry@okstate.edu).

Thank you for helping.
Sincerely,

Krista Hami Iton
Graduate Student
Nutritional Sciences

Kathryn S. Keim
Assistant Professor
Nutritional Sciences

Glenna Williams
Coordinator
CNEPIFCS
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JUST A REMINDER ...

Last week, a packet containing a videotaped interview and an evaluation tool were mailed
to you. If you have already evaluated the interviewer and returned the packet, please
accept OUf sincere thanks. If not, please do so loday. We arc especially grateful for your
help because we believe your response will be very useful in validating the evaluation
tool.

If you did not receive a packet or it was misplaced, please call us at 405-744-8293 or e
mail hamiltk@okstate.edu and we wil1 send another one today.

Sincerely,

Krista Hamilton
Graduate Student
Department of Nutritional Sciences
Oklahoma State University
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